
Creative Mobile Apps
to Help in the Home
Search and Beyond!

Name Shark
Everyone needs to remember 
names and faces. Name Shark 

is the app to help you do it.

Memorize Anything
"Memorize Anything" is a 

powerful new way of 
memorizing by LISTENING TO 

YOURSELF.

MagicPlan
Magic Plan is an iOS app that 
let's you create �oor plans in a 

fast and fun way. Use the 
camera of your device and while 

turning around, mark the 
corners of your space. When 
you are �nished, Magic Plan 

aggregates a �oorplan!

Homesnap
Snap a photo of any home to 

�nd out all about it.

Postagram
Turn your iPhone, Instagram, 

and Facebook photos into 
beautiful postcards delivered by 

mail.

Touch Note
Download Touch Note and keep 

in touch with real postcards, 
wherever you are in the world!

Paint Tester
Finding the right color for a 

room can be a challenge, but 
Paint Tester shows you the 

results without all the pain of 
painting and repainting! Easily 

try out colors from the palette or 
take a photo of a color you'd like 
to try, and apply it to pictures of 

your own home!

Bitmoji
Create your Bitmoji and be 
yourself wherever you go.

AroundMe
AroundMe allows you to search 

for the nearest restaurants, 
banks, gas stations, book a 

hotel or �nd a movie schedule 
nearby.

Tunity
With Tunity, you can tune-in 

wherever you go! TUNITY is a 
FREE app that allows you to 

hear any muted, live TV’s audio 
directly on your mobile device. 
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